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Ã‚Â After his master thesis of the secret societies network as outlined in volume 1, the Confessions

of an Illuminati narrative of Leo Lyon Zagami is projected to the reality of today, including the occult

maneuversÃ‚Â behind the New World Order. We need to wake up beyond our current belief

systems, because the "controllers" of the New World Order are moving fast using the "Prophecies"

to their advantage to implement their evil plan by 2020, when World War III will finally break

loose.Ã‚Â The author demonstrates that the hierarchy of power emanating from Rome and

Jerusalem, with the Jesuits and the Zionist&#39;s united by a secret pact since the Second Vatican

Council, are in cahoots working towards the creation of a world government. There is also China

playing a new role in the NWO with the far reaching tentacles of Chinese Freemasonry manipulating

economic Hit Men and disinformation artists, while Russia is building their Christian orthodox

alliance to apparently oppose the Western antichrist.Ã‚Â In this unprecedented scenario, we also

have the involvement of the big media moguls like Ted Turner and Silvio Berlusconi and their role in

manipulating perceptions. The author discusses further aspects of the Satanic infiltration of

Freemasonry, pointing out on the generational aspect the many ways of defending yourself

psychically against black magicians, but also against the many sects operating in the Illuminati

Network.
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Leo Lyon Zagami is a writer and researcher who wrote a popular blog between 2006 and 2008

concerning his direct involvement with the New World Order and secret societies connected to it. He

is the author of numerous books in his native Italian and is the author of Pope Francis: The Last

Pope?: Money, Masons and Occultism in the Decline of the Catholic Church.

Mr. Zagami no doubt digs in. The author in most part makes some surprising and very brave

statements on dramatic and historic facts, personas and celebs involved in either hidden, or open

organizations of masonic style. Also even that a few ones also he discretely delivers subtle but

significant esoteric secrets in particular to those not very familiarized with this kind of theme. An

interesting perusal.

Many readers will be totally shocked by what this book reveals. You will find out things about our

political leaders that might make you pray for the future of mankind. I read this, and part one.

Opens your mind to what is going on in the political arena and who is behind the wealth and power

of the world.

The much awaited second Volume of the Confessions of an Illuminati, just as essential and brilliant

as the firstÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ See my review of Volume I:

https://www..com/gp/review/R8TSH04C3UX5G?ref_=glimp_1rv_cl

Leo Lyon Zagami has published extensively on the forces of Freemasonry, is himself a 33rd Degree

Grand Master Mason, and should be considered a privileged insider uniquely qualified to write of

Secret Societies, their Occult Governments and New World Order, the latter described by the author

as despicable, ruthless, dark and evil. Their single goal is to establish a World Government under a

plan to eliminate 95% of the world's population.The New World Order is partially financed by drug

trades that trace a long history back to British India, Chinese empires, the Illuminati Network, Hong

Kong Triads and global secret societies.On a more subjacent matter the author writes of The end of

HAARP, an event at first glance that is welcomed by many because the original goal of ionospheric

research has since been back-seated by a bureaucracy into climate control, physiological and

emotional delusions inflicted onindividuals under remote mind control "psyschotronic weapons", and

electromagnetic radiation tests. The author writes of his own exposure to the latter by governments

operative adversaries. Many of the functions of HAARP have been assumed by a mysterious mobile



platform called the Sea-Based X-Band Radar under the control of the U.S. Department of Defense.

Ted Turner is the largest land owner in America and was the founder of the CNN news channel in

Atlanta, Ga. He is also a promoter of eugenics along side a dramatic reduction in world population

to 500 million people, as inscribed in the famous Georgia Guidestones an imposing granite

monument described by some as the American Stonehenge. Among other mandates the

Guidestones also refers to the establishment of an International Criminal Court and a world

government.This book's author, Leo Zagami, now turns to greater controversy as he writes of "years

of tribulation leading up to 2020... a series of natural disasters, the spread of deadly viruses, events

that will bring hunger and destruction, and a Third World War".All this and more are courtesy of " the

New World Order in collaboration with extra dimensional entities that are not of terrestrial origin,

because the supreme guides of the Illuminati are mostly evil entities from another dimension". Oh

My!In Chapter III (3) the author writes of notorious speculator George Soros and others who are

New World Order influences as well as being part of the international drug trade. Bolivia is

mentioned as being successfully "wholesaled" to a mafia of cocaine trafficers. This mafia is also one

beneficiary of some 500 billion dollars in global drug trade funds along side the Vatican described as

"a den of gangsters and perverts". The mafia was a creation of the Illuminati.Author Zagami's

supreme sophistication, knowledge and understanding of societal and political forces are quite

revelatory on page 118 where he writes that the U.S. political system remains the result of strict

selection, made according to the family background.. in most influential secret societies within the

New World Order. "Bonesmen John Forbes Kerry, current Secretary of State, is one example of

Illuminati control. Georg W. Bush was an example of "incompetence" who became President

because of his Skull and Bones affiliation.More than noteworth in this book are the events

preceeding 9/11. (1) Jewish leaders told their flocks not to go to work in N.Y. on that day. (2) Former

Italian President Francesto Cossiga stated in November, 2007 "All democratic circles of America

and Europe knew that the attack was planned...by the CIA and the Mossad..." (3) Read more on

page 204.On page 167 is an article from a contributor who states that "The Roman Catholic Church

is rapidly decaying from within. It is no better now than a Dead Sea fruit...full of the rottenness of

decay and death within". A new spiritual guide may be waiting to emerge on the global religious

forum as the Messiah: Maitreya. The plan is to install Maitreya as the New World Order religious

leader while George Soros, the United Nations and other usual suspects monitor New World Order

dictates.Doubtful that any manuscript can match the comprehensive and authoritative history of

Freemasonry, the occult, Masonic rites, secret societies, obscure sects of the Illuminati Network and

countless tributaries of these forces.See page 371 for a photo of the author with his friend Alex Joes



about whom more information can be found on Prison Planet.com and infowars.com

I read a lot of books, but this is entirely too challenging for me. Unfortunately, I bought the entire set,

not realizing that this was so deep with a tremendous amount of history.

Another excellent volume, hope Leo continues doing the great work behind the scenes. We really

appreciate it.

the blanks to all my questions. A great read, a must read for those looking for answers about our

future.
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